AGNI  PURANAM.
Thereupon not obtaining the ambrosia the 'Daityas  were
defeated  by  the   Devas  in  battle.    The gods then repaired
Maya has been defined as the inherent force residing in the Supreme
Brahma—which ts essentially existent and which cannot be differentiated.
As the consuming ftam-e of fire imparts an idea of its force, so the
potentiality of force present m Self is plainly seen in the objective world.
But this Maya cannot be said to be one with Parabrahma, nor as some-
thing distinct, in the same way as the consuming force of a fire cannot
be said to be the fire itself. Then again if you admit it as a separate
entity you cannot by any means describe its separate existence.
(Panchadasi, Book II. V. & 43.)
It will thus be evident that Maya and Parabrahma are but another
name for Matter and Force*   We all know force cannot exist without
matter as a separate entity, yet to say that it is thf* same as matter, is
absurd.   Hence in  the text quoted we find the non-dualist asking his
'opponent a Madhyarnika Buddhist to describe force as a separate entity.
Bat it may be urged that Parabrahma is force, and we have seen Maya
.0 be also a force—therefore we have force x force—or force within force
something equally absurd,   A condition-  which the mind fails to'cont-
prehend.   But such apparent ambiguity is far from real.    For Maya is
matter in its  undifferentiated condition in which the, difference between
matter and its indwellirfg potentially is minimised to the lowest numeri-
cal figure ; it  is the  boundary  line of matter and force, where matter
losing its grossness assumes the subtlety of super ethereal fnist  where
no matter is distinguishable as such, but all is spirit or force*   And such-
inference is derived from Nature,   To quote a familiar illustration; the
transition from a mineial to a vegetable and from vegetable to animal'1
is so gradual that it is impossible to distinguish vhe one from the other.
Even at the present moment science is undecided as to whether certain-
classes of the lowest vegetables belong to the mineral class or the last
in the scale of the animal series belongs to the vegetable.   So much do-
they resemble each other.   If such a view be accepted the apparent
inconsistency is removed.   Virtually then  difference between   Muta-
Prakriti (Matter in  its undifferentiated cosmic condition) and Punish
(its spirit or Parabrahma) for all practical purposes is nil.   Hence the
Western Materialist, denying Spirit all over, concentrates his attention
on his material atoms which with their indwelling potentiality supply
1)im with a sufficient cause to answer for eve    phenomenon. 'The
'Vcdantist therefore presents the sharp point of aJftufeMfc-edged sword

